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Highlights

• Supports complex, unique
requirements for multiple
customers and value-add
service offerings

• Ensures accuracy in
customer billing and
inventory

• Includes native support for
wireless infrastructure,
radio frequency
(RF) and barcoding

• Offers flexible, real-time
task updating- paperlessly!

• Integrates with all popular
ecommerce shopping carts
including Amazon, Shopify,
Magento and ZenCart

• Improves customer
satisfaction with dock door
scheduling and 24/7
customer portal access

IBM i and Logimax Software

The Best WMS on IBM i 

In today's world, it's up to the logistics experts to get the 
right product to the right buyer at the right time. For 
physical items, that requires the integration of production, 
inventory, materials handling, picking and packaging, and 
transportation.

For warehouse and logistics, operational efficiency and 
profitability depend on accurate, real-time data and 
communications tools within a technology solution that can 
optimize everything from where products are stored to 
each worker's daily tasks.

Logimax is a robust, reliable and affordable warehouse 
management software (WMS) solution for the challenges 
faced by manufacturers and logistics providers in 
warehousing and distributing products. This IBM i-native 
software is offered on-premise or cloud-based.

The Logimax solution's foundation includes complete 
inventory management, powerful and flexible 3rd-party 
billing, innate RF (radio frequency data capture, bar coding) 
and labeling support, and easily customizable reporting 
tools. By itself, this foundation is more capable than many 
fully-loaded WMS solutions.

Additional modules are available to customize the system 
in ways that further enhance productivity, profits, and 
service capabilities:

• Customer Web Self-Service
• eCommerce/EDI/Shopping Cart Integration
• Repack/Assembly Management
• Warehouse Task Automation
• Cross-Dock Management
• Yard Management and Door Dock Scheduling
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Key Benefits

Improve Customer Satisfaction with Improved Accuracy
Logimax WMS is a completely integrated, multi-customer inventory management and third-party 
billing system, with the ability to support even the most unusual functional and billing 
requirements.

Every Customer has a unique profile in the system. Each of their stored or assembled items also 
has a profile. With Customer and Item Profiles in the system, every inventory and service 
transaction is recorded and subject to the software's built-in Rate Master. Working together, and 
tightly integrated with the online Appointment Book, these profiles enforce each customers' 
business processes so that the proper rates are being charged per their service contracts. No 
more customer complaints about their invoices. Accuracy is embedded in the Logimax system!

This enables users to focus on enhancing their customer relationships and service levels, building 
profit margins and generating new business.

Faster Return on Investment: 1 Week to Install

It typically takes less than one week to install the Logimax Foundation and to complete the 
Customer and Item Profiles. With training and testing, most customers are live on the system 
within a month. This speed enables Logimax customers to begin generating a return on their 
investment right away.

Increase Productivity with Flexible, Paperless Automation

Logimax's Warehouse Task Automation module (Logimation) enables on-the-fly task assignments 
and real-time task visibility for every warehouse process and activity. Logimation assigns tasks 
(via RF) using advanced task logic that considers task type and equipment as well as predefined 
rules, task priorities and the Appointment Book.

When an unexpected delivery or last-minute order comes in, the supervisor can re-assign a user to 
that task on the fly. The user simply interleaves their current activity, performs the new task, then 
returns to his or her previous activity. Every warehouse task and process is automatically 
monitored, in real-time, providing supervisors and managers with the ability to dynamically 
manage the warehouse without paper.

Customer Testimonials 

"Logimax systematically simplifies the process of receiving and shipping materials." - Eric 
Coleman, Ashland Cold Storage

"With Logimax, we have the ability to change programming to meet our customers' needs." - Sue 
Forester, Strategic Warehousing 
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Why IBM and Logimax?
Logimax and IBM have a strong partnership 
focused on our joint customers.

Logimax is powered by IBM i and Power Systems, 
delivering the highest availability and reliability to 
our customers, the industry's most advanced 
development and support toolset, and the lowest 
cost of ownership of any of the currently available 
hardware and software platforms.

In addition, Logimax is already integrated with 
Friedman Frontier ERP software and Varsity 
Logistics Shipping Software, both IBM-native 
applications.

Several companies are using two or three of these 
products for a seamless supply chain experience.

Since 1995, Logimax has provided our customer 
base with exceptionally robust, reliable and 
affordable warehouse management solutions.

Logimax Inc is a part of FOG Software Group, a 
wholly owned subsidiary of Constellation 
Software.
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Next Steps

For a free warehouse assessment to learn 
where your operation can be improved to 
make it more competitive and profitable, 
contact Logimax today at +1-855-253-8855 
or email info@e-logimax.com

For More Information

To learn more about IBM i 7.4, please 
contact your IBM representative or IBM 
Business Partner, or visit the following 
website: https://www.ibm.com/it-
infrastructure/power/os/ibm-i

To learn more about Logimax WMS software, 
call +1-855-253-8855 or visit: https://
www.e-logimax.com/

Additionally, IBM Global Financing provides 
numerous payment options to help you 
acquire the technology you need to grow your 
business. We provide full lifecycle 
management of IT products and services, 
from acquisition to disposition. For more 
information, visit: ibm.com/financing

All statements regarding IBM's future direction and 
intent are subject to change or withdrawal without 
notice, and represent goals and objectives only.
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